Continuous Improvement and Support presents

CURRICULUM BREAKFAST
FEATURING DR. FABIOLA BAGULA

📅 March 1, 2022 | 9 am - 12 pm
📍 SJCOE Virtual Zoom

Register Here: https://conta.cc/3oSAFun

IN THIS SESSION, YOU WILL LEARN HOW TO COLLABORATE WITH COLLEAGUES TO LEAD EQUITY CONSCIOUSNESS IN SERVICE OF STUDENTS. THIS SESSION WILL ALSO PROVIDE INSIGHT AS TO HOW TO UNDERSTAND AND ADDRESS IMPLICIT BIAS.

Dr. Bagula is the senior director for the Equity Department in San Diego County Office of Education and works with educational leaders across San Diego County. She is a thought provoker and change catalyst. As a leader in the development and implementation of change initiatives within large educational settings, Dr. Bagula’s expertise in dialogue and conflict resolution enables her to successfully lead in diverse challenging environments. She specializes in topics of educational and systemic equity, dialogue facilitation, authenticity, improvement science and adaptive leadership.

Registration questions? Lorena Lopez - lolopez@sjcoe.net